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Reverse engineering of biochemical reaction networks with incomplete or inconsistent
topological information is a promising and challenging field at the crossroads of optimisation
and model selection. Evolutionary algorithms have a long-established history as heuristic
optimisation techniques [1]. Recently, methodologies adapted from this field have been used
to evolve biochemical network candidates capable of performing arithmetic calculations or
specific behaviours such as oscillations or switching [2]. Others employed similar techniques
to reconstruct metabolic pathways from time series data of biochemical species [3]. While
these attempts were successful for small networks, they also highlighted the complexity of
evolving larger networks.
Within an ongoing study, we complement a control system-based specification of a circadian
oscillator with artificial evolution of its modular components (e.g. controller, actuator, plant,
sensor). Control systems benefit from a strict modularisation that allows a clear
decomposition of a complex system into functional units interconnected by signalling
cascades. Here, each of these units can be represented by one or more reaction network
candidates exhibiting a desired input/output interdependency in terms of arithmetic functions.
Input as well as output data have been expressed by corresponding species concentrations
over time. In this way, each component of a control system can be independently
reconstructed by providing numerous, topologically different network candidates. Finally, the
arrangement of these candidates leads to valid models of the entire system. Coping with the
complexity of evolving large networks, the search space is significantly reduced while
keeping a high probability of heuristical success by our modular approach.
In order to successfully manage the technical process of artificial network evolution, we
propose a separation of structural network evolution from kinetic parameter fitting which
yields a pronounced increase in the algorithm's fitness performance [4]. Our studies show
that this separation helps to prevent premature convergence when evolving networks
executing arithmetic calculations. To this end, we have built the SBMLevolver [4], an open
source software tool implementing our approach of artificial network evolution. Seven specific
operators affecting the network topology as well as stoichiometry enables an effective
structural evolution along with consecutive mutational modification of kinetic parameters.
Currently, we exclusively employ mass-action kinetics. Several case studies illustrate the
practicability of our modular approach for reverse engineering of building blocks with nonlinear transmission behaviour.
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